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Abstract
In this paper, we provide a combinatorial deﬁnition of the Universal Grassmannian order
(or the Grassmannian Bruhat order) of Bergeron and Sottile. This deﬁnes the order in terms of
inversions, and thus the order can be viewed as a generalization of the weak order for Coxeter
groups. Finally, we use this understanding of the order to analyze the generating function of
the number of elements at rank n in this order.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
In [BeS], Bergeron and Sottile deﬁned a new partial order on the symmetric group,
which they called the universal Grassmannian order. They used this order to examine
the coefﬁcients of the Littlewood–Richardson polynomials, obtaining some new and
interesting results. They continued their study of this order in [BeS2,BeS3], where
they noted a strange correspondence between the right-sided universal Grass-
mannian order and the left-sided weak Bruhat order.
Unfortunately, this order is quite complicated to deﬁne, involving the k-Bruhat
order (related to Grassmannian permutations with a single descent at k), making it
difﬁcult to examine the combinatorial properties of the Grassmannian order. In this
paper, we present an equivalent deﬁnition of this order based on permutation
statistics together with an application of this characterization. This new deﬁnition
also explains the correspondence between the right universal Grassmannian order
and the left weak Bruhat order.
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In Section 1 of the paper, we state our deﬁnitions and main results; in Section 2,
we examine the properties of these orders; in Section 3 we prove our main theorems;
and then in Section 4 we apply our characterization of the order to discuss the rank
generating function of the order.
This paper does not assume a great deal of background on the part of the reader.
Deﬁnitions not stated in the paper can be found in [H], and much of the motivation
behind studying these partial orders appears in [F].
The authors are grateful to F. Sottile for his comments on these results and to C.
Holland and J. Hayden for their help. Some of the results of this paper can be found
in the Ph.D. thesis of Evani [E].
1. Deﬁnitions of the orders
In this section we deﬁne the BeSo order and the universal Grassmannian order.
Let Sn denote the symmetric group on the numbers 1;y; n; with permutations
acting on the left so that multiplication is read from right to left. As we will
need to distinguish between ordinary parentheses, cycle notation, and operations,
for sASn and iAf1;y; ng; we use s½i to denote s applied to i: For permutations,
we shall use both the cycle notation (where we will not use commas) and line
notation, where a1;y; an denotes the permutation s with s½i ¼ ai: We deﬁne an
inversion of the permutation s as an ordered pair ði; jÞ with ioj and s½is½j; and
InvðsÞ denotes the set of all inversions of s: An output inversion is the pair ðs½i; s½jÞ;
where ði; jÞ is an inversion of s: (Note that in [S], Stanley uses inversion
for our output inversions. Our notation, however, is consistent with that of
[BeS].) Finally, if o is a partial order on a set S; we say that b is a cover of a if
aob and apgpb implies a ¼ g or b ¼ g: We denote this covering relation by
a!b: (This notation is different from that of [BeS], but is more standard in the
literature.)
Deﬁne spwa in the left weak Bruhat order on Sn if and only if InvðsÞDInvðaÞ:
Writing cðsÞ ¼ jInvðsÞj for the length of the permutation s; we have a covers s in the
left weak Bruhat order if and only if a ¼ ði i þ 1Þs and cðaÞ ¼ cðsÞ þ 1; explaining
the use of the adjective left in this deﬁnition. (The right weak Bruhat order is given by
containment on output inversions.) The rank of s in the left weak Bruhat order is
given by the length of s (see [S]). Throughout this paper, we shall use the term weak
order to denote the left weak Bruhat order.
For a ﬁxed k; the (right) k-Bruhat order ðpkÞ on Sn is generated by the
covering relation s%ksði jÞ; where ipkoj and cðsÞ þ 1 ¼ cðsði jÞÞ: We can
now deﬁne the Grassmannian order for Sn by deﬁning apGb in the Grass-
mannian order if and only if there exists a k together with a gASn such that
gpkgapkgb: In [BeS], it is shown that the Grassmannian order forms a partial
order on Sn:
This deﬁnition is useful when using the Grassmannian order for understanding
relationships associated to the generic k-Bruhat orders, but it is difﬁcult to use to
examine the combinatorial aspects of the order.
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Given a permutation s; we make the following deﬁnitions:
sm ¼fi j s½iig
s
%
m ¼fi j s½iXig
sk ¼fi j s½ioig
and
sk ¼ fi j s½ipig:
We refer to these as the ups and downs of s: The inversions of s can then be broken
into classes as follows:
smm ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j i; jAsmg
smk ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j iAsm; jAskg
and
skk ¼ fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j i; jAskg:
We, respectively, term these as the up–up, the up–down, and the down–down
inversions of s: (Note that there cannot be a down–up inversion of s:) We now
deﬁne a permutation statistic on Sn: For sASn; let
lðsÞ ¼ jsmkj 
 jsmmj 
 jskkj:
Although it is not immediately clear, it is the case that lðsÞX0 for all s; as we shall
see later.
For a; bASn; we deﬁne apBb in the (left) BeSo (for Bergeron and Sottile) order if
and only if apwb and lðbÞ ¼ lðaÞ þ lðba
1Þ: We shall prove later that l is in fact the
rank function of the BeSo order.
Theorem 1. If a and b are two permutations of Sn; then apGb if and only if apBb:
As a corollary to this we obtain:
Corollary 2. The function l : Sn-ZX0 is the rank function for the Grassmannian
order.
Thus, the BeSo order and the Grassmannian order are equivalent. One advantage
of this equivalence is that it gives the BeSo order a natural combinatorial deﬁnition
based on permutation statistics. In particular, the BeSo order naturally arises from
the rank order and the weak order as is seen in our second theorem:
Theorem 3. The BeSo order for Sn is the strongest order that is weaker than both the
(Grassmannian-) rank order and the left weak order on Sn:
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That is, in the partially ordered set of orders on Sn; the BeSo order is the meet of
the left weak order and the rank order.
2. Analysis of the orders
To begin with, we shall review some of the work on the Grassmannian order. In
[BeS], Bergeron and Sottile prove
Proposition 4. Let a; bASn: Then apGb if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) For all aAf1;y; ng; the sequence a; a½a; b½a is either increasing or decreasing
(not necessarily strictly).
(2) For all a; bAf1;y; ng with aob; and b½aob½b; if a; bAbm or a; bAbk then
a½aoa½b:
From this result, we deduce the following easy result implying that the
Grassmanian order is weaker than the weak order.
Proposition 5. Let a; bASn be given. If apGb then InvðaÞDInvðbÞ: Consequently, if
apGb then apwb:
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that InvðaÞDInvðbÞ since this implies that apwb: To see
that this condition holds, let ða; bÞAInvðaÞ with aob: If ða; bÞAbmm or ða; bÞAbkk;
condition (2) of Proposition 4 implies ða; bÞAInvðbÞ: Conversely, if aAbm and bAbk;
it follows that aob½a; so that condition (1) above implies that apa½aob½a; while
bXa½a4b½a: As ða; bÞ is an inversion, a½a4a½b so that b½a4b½b implying
ða; bÞAInvðbÞ: The last case is where either a ¼ b½a or b ¼ b½b: If a ¼ b½a; then
condition (1) implies a ¼ a½a also. As ða; bÞAInvðaÞ; we have a½boaob: Condition
(1) now tells us that b½bpa½b so that ða; bÞAInvðbÞ: A similar argument handles the
case where b½b ¼ b: Thus InvðaÞDInvðbÞ: &
We further note that condition (1) of Proposition 4 together with the above
proposition implies
ammDbmm;
amkDbmk
and
akkDbkk:
To show that the Grassmannian order is weaker than the BeSo order, we will need
a couple of technical lemmas allowing us to give several equivalent forms for the
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rank function l: To this end, given subsets A and B of f1;y; ng; deﬁne
smmA ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j iAsm; jAA; s½j ¼ jg
smAk ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j iAA; s½i ¼ i; jAskg;
smkB ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j iAsm; s½j ¼ j; jABg;
skkB ¼fði; jÞAInvðsÞ j iAsk; s½j ¼ j; jABg
and
smkAB ¼ smAk,smkB :
Note that the meaning behind the notation is that A represents the points that when
ﬁxed will count as ups and B represents the points that when ﬁxed points will count
as downs. For sASn and these sets we deﬁne
lA;BðsÞ ¼ lðsÞ þ jsmAkj þ jsmkB j 
 jsmmA j 
 jskkB j
¼ lðsÞ þ jsmkAB j 
 jsmmA j 
 jskkB j:
Lemma 6. For all subsets A and B of f1;y; ng and sASn; we have lA;BðsÞ ¼ lðsÞ:
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that jsmmA j ¼ jsmAkj and jsmkB j ¼ jskkB j: For the former,
note that using complements and inverses, we have the following chain of equalities:
jsmAkj ¼ jfj4i j sðjÞos½i ¼ i; iAAgj
¼ jfkoi j s
1½k4i ¼ s
1½i; iAAgj
¼ ði 
 1Þ 
 jfkoi j s
1½koi ¼ s
1½i; iAAgj
¼ ði 
 1Þ 
 jfjoi j s½jos½i ¼ i; iAAgj
¼ jfjoi j s½j4s½i ¼ i; iAAgj
¼ jsmmA j:
The proof that jsmkB j ¼ jskkB j is similar. &
Given permutations a and b with apGb; deﬁne
Aa;b ¼ fiAbm j a½i ¼ ig
and
Ba;b ¼ fiAbk j a½i ¼ ig:
We then have the following lemma:
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Lemma 7. Let a; bASn be permutations such that apGb; and let A ¼ Aa;b and
B ¼ Ba;b be as above. Then
(a) ði; jÞAammA implies ði; jÞAbmm;
(b) ði; jÞAakkB implies ði; jÞAbkk; and
(c) ði; jÞAamkAB implies ði; jÞAbmk:
Proof. Let a and b be as given and suppose ði; jÞAammA : Proposition 5 implies apwb:
Consequently, ði; jÞ is an inversion of b: If j ¼ a½j; then ði; jÞAammA implies jAA and
hence jAbm; so that b½ j4j: On the other hand, Proposition 4(2) tells us that if joa½j
then joa½job½j as apGb: By the same proposition, ioa½i implies ioa½iob½i:
Consequently, ði; jÞAammA implies ði; jÞAbmm as desired. Similar arguments work for
parts (b) and (c). &
Our next step is to show that the conditions on a and b of Proposition 4 imply that
apBb:
First, we introduce the following notation for sASn given sets A and B: Let
smmA ¼ smmA,smm;
smAk ¼ smAk,smk;
smkB ¼ smkB,smk;
skkB ¼ skkB,skk;
smkAB ¼ smkAB,sm:
Proposition 8. Let a; bASn: If apGb then apBb:
Proof. Let a; bASn and suppose apGb: By Proposition 5, it sufﬁces to check the
second condition in the deﬁnition of the BeSo order, namely that lðba
1Þ ¼
lðbÞ 
 lðaÞ: At this point we shall look at the inversions of a; b; and ba
1 as we
claim that jðba
1Þ kka½B j ¼ jbkkj 
 ja kkB j and jðba

1Þ mka½Aa½B j ¼ jbmkj 
 ja mkAB j:
Suppose ði; jÞAbmm; but it is not an inversion of a: Then
ba
1½a½i ¼ b½i4b½j ¼ ba
1½a½j
and
a½ioa½j:
Thus ða½i; a½jÞ is an inversion of ba
1: As iob½i and job½j; Proposition 4(1) implies
ipa½ipb½i and jpa½jpb½j: Hence ða½i; a½jÞAðba
1Þmma½A (note that b½j ¼ a½j is
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possible). This condition tells us that
jðba
1Þ mma½A jXjbmm\a mmA j ¼ jbmmj 
 ja mmA j:
Similarly, ði; jÞAbkk\InvðaÞ implies ða½i; a½jÞAðba
1Þkka½B ; and ði; jÞAbmk\InvðaÞ
implies ða½i; a½jÞAðba
1Þ mka½Aa½B : These conditions similarly imply
jðba
1Þkka½B jXjbkk\akkB j ¼ jbkkj 
 ja kkB j
and
jðba
1Þ mka½Aa½B jXjbmk\amkAB j ¼ jbmkj 
 ja mkAB j:
For the reverse inequalities, suppose ða½i; a½jÞAInvðba
1Þ: If ði; jÞAInvðaÞ; then
ði; jÞAInvðbÞ by Proposition 5, so that ða½j; a½iÞeInvðba
1Þ: Therefore, we may
assume ði; jÞeInvðaÞ:
If ða½i; a½jÞAðba
1Þmma½A ; then b½i4a½i and b½jXa½j: If b½j ¼ a½j; then jAA: But
this implies b½j4j; contradicting a½j ¼ j: Hence b½j4j: Therefore, by Proposition
4(1), we conclude ipa½iob½i and jpa½job½j: Consequently, ði; jÞAbmm: It thus
follows that
jðba
1Þmma½A jpjbmm\InvðaÞj ¼ jbmm\amma½A j:
Similarly, we conclude
jðba
1Þkka½B jpjbkk\akkB j
and
jðba
1Þmka½Aa½B jpjbmk\amkAB j:
But we now have the following equalities:
jðba
1Þmma½A j ¼ jbmm\ammA j ¼ jbmmj 
 jammA j
jðba
1Þkka½B j ¼ jbkk\akkB j ¼ jbkkj 
 jakkB j
and
jðba
1Þmka½Aa½B j ¼ jbmk\amkAB j ¼ jbmkj 
 jamkAB j:
Thus
la½Aa½Bðba
1Þ ¼ jðba
1Þmka½Aa½B j 
 jðba

1Þmma½A j 
 jðba

1Þkka½B j
¼ ðjbmkj 
 jamkAB jÞ 
 ðjbmmj 
 jammA jÞ 
 ðjbkkj 
 jakkB jÞ
¼ jbmkj 
 jbmmj 
 jbkkj 
 ðjamkAB j 
 jammA j 
 jakkB jÞ
¼ lðbÞ 
 lABðaÞ:
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By Lemma 6, it follows that
lðba
1Þ ¼ lðbÞ 
 lðaÞ
desired. Therefore apBb: &
We now embark on the more complicated process of showing apBb implies
apGb: This direction appears to be harder as we are unable to ﬁnd a proof of this
that avoids using covers. Consequently, our next step is to classify the covers in the
BeSo order. We ﬁrst show that if ga is a cover of a in the BeSo order, then g is a
transposition. Then we characterize the properties of transpositions t with the
property that ta covers a: To begin the process, we show for every permutation
aASn; there exists a sequence of covers
e!Bt1!Bt2t1!B?!Btktk
1?t1 ¼ a;
such that ti is a transposition for all i and k ¼ lðaÞ: As a consequence we obtain that
every cover of the identity is a transposition. Thereafter, we shall show if apBb; then
apBgpBb if and only if epBga
1pBba
1: This latter implies the interval ½a; bB in
the BeSo order is isomorphic to the interval ½e; ba
1B: We next show that if a is a
cover of b; then ba
1 is a cover of the identity, implying ba
1 is a transposition as
desired. The ﬁnal consequence of this proof will be that the BeSo order is ranked
with rank function l: This proof takes a slightly different tack from that of [E], where
the proof proceeds inductively using rank conditions.
To begin this process, we establish a condition on the BeSo order noticed by
Bergeron and Sottile for the Grassmannian order.
Proposition 9. Let aASn with aae: Then there exist i; jAf1;y; ng with i minimal such
that a½i4i and a½j maximal such that jXa½i4a½jXi: Moreover, if t is the
transposition switching a½i and a½j; then taoBa and lðtaÞ ¼ lðaÞ 
 1:
Proof. If a½ipi for all iAf1;y; ng; then a½i ¼ i for all i: Thus, aae implies that
there exists a minimal i such that a½i4i: Moreover, a½k ¼ k for all koi: Let
T ¼ fj j jXa½ig
and
U ¼ fj j a½j4a½ig
and note that jT j ¼ n 
 a½i þ 1; while jU j ¼ n 
 a½i: Thus, the set S ¼ T\U is not
empty. Moreover, jXa½i4a½j if and only if jAS: As a½jaj; it follows that a½j4i:
Choose jAS so that a½j is maximal.
At this point, we need to show that if t ¼ ða½i a½jÞ; then tapBa and lðtaÞ ¼
lðaÞ 
 1: Starting with the latter, we count the changes in the inversions. Let A ¼ fig
and B ¼ fjg; and we will prove lABðtaÞ ¼ lðaÞ 
 1 giving the result by Lemma 6.
Since a½k ¼ k for koi; there are no inversions of a or ta of the form ðk; iÞ or ðk; jÞ
for koi: Next, suppose iokoj: If a½j4a½k; then ði; kÞ is an inversion of both a and
ta of the same type, while ðk; jÞ is not an inversion of either a or ta: Thus, in this case,
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the contributions for k to lðaÞ and to lABðtaÞ are the same. Similarly, if
a½i4a½k4a½j; then ði; kÞ and ðk; jÞ are both inversions of a; and since iAam and
jAak; the inversions of i and j with k contribute nothing to the value of lðaÞ; but as
neither are inversions of ta; the joint contribution to lABðtaÞ is also zero. If a½k4a½i;
then ði; kÞ is not an inversion of either a or ta; while ðk; jÞAamk implies
ðk; jÞAðtaÞmkAB : Consequently, inversions with k again contribute equally to both
lðaÞ and lðtaÞ:
If k4j and a½j4a½k; then ði; kÞ and ðj; kÞ are both inversions of a and ta; and
again they contribute equally to both lðaÞ and lðtaÞ: If a½i4a½k4a½j; then by
maximality of a½j; koa½ioj; leading to a contradiction. Consequently, this case
does not occur. The last case is when a½k4a½i; in which case ði; kÞ and ðj; kÞ are not
inversions of either a or ta: So again, there is no change in the contribution due to k
between lðaÞ and lABðtaÞ:
There is one inversion of a however that will contribute differently to lðtaÞ;
namely ði; jÞ: Since ði; jÞAamk; it follows that lðtaÞ ¼ lðaÞ 
 1 as desired.
To complete the proof of the proposition, we need to show
cðtaÞ ¼ cðaÞ 
 cðtÞ:
For this, it is sufﬁcient to note that we need only see that ta has cðtÞ fewer inversions
than a: A simple calculation shows that cðtÞ ¼ 2ða½j 
 a½iÞ 
 1: Moreover, the
number of inversions, m; of a that are not inversion of ta is given by
m ¼ 1þ 2  jfk j iokoj; a½joa½koa½igj:
Since a½j is maximal with respect to jXa½i4a½jXi; if a½i4a½k4a½j; it follows
that koa½ioj: As koi implies a½k ¼ koioa½i; if a½i4a½k4a½j then iokoj:
Consequently,
m ¼ 1þ 2ða½i 
 a½j 
 1Þ ¼ 2ða½i 
 a½jÞ 
 1 ¼ cðtÞ
as desired. Therefore tapwa; and hence we have shown that tapBa; establishing the
proposition. &
Corollary 10. Let aASn: If e!Ba is a cover, then a is a transposition.
Proof. By Proposition 9, there exists a transposition t such that taoBa: As it is
trivially the case that for all sASn; epBs; it follows that epBtaoBa: Since a is a
cover, it follows that ta ¼ e: Consequently, a ¼ t
1 ¼ t; and a is a transposition. &
Proposition 9 has two other important corollaries:
Corollary 11. If aASn is not the identity, then lðaÞ40:
Proof. We proceed by induction on jInvðaÞj: By Proposition 9, there exists a
transposition t such that taoBa and lðtaÞ ¼ lðaÞ 
 1: Consequently, ta has fewer
inversions than a: Therefore, continuing inductively, we can ﬁnd inversions t1;y; tk
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such that tkyt1a has no inversions and lðtkyt1aÞ ¼ lðaÞ 
 k: But tkyt1a ¼ e since
it has no inversions. Therefore lðaÞ 
 k ¼ 0; and hence lðaÞ ¼ k40: &
Corollary 12. Let aASn be given. If lðaÞ ¼ k; then there exist transpositions t1;y; tk
such that a ¼ tkyt1:
At this point, we could prove that all covers correspond to multiplying on the left
by transpositions in two ways. First, we could generalize the proof of Proposition 9.
This is roughly what is done by Bergeron and Sottile [BeS]. As we are starting with
the BeSo order deﬁnition, however, it is preferable to work differently. We begin by
examining what we can say about the rank lðtaÞ in terms of lðaÞ; given that t is a
transposition such that cðtaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ cðaÞ: This characterization will give us the key
to proving that apBb implies apGb: In addition, in [BBl], this idea is used for a
more general result on arbitrary Coxeter groups.
Proposition 13. Let aASn and t be a transposition. Suppose cðtaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ cðaÞ: Then
lðtaÞp1þ lðaÞ: Moreover, we have equality if and only if t ¼ ða½i a½jÞ with
ioj; a½ioa½j; iAa
%
m; and jAa
%
k:
Proof. Let t denote the transposition ða½i a½jÞ: The condition that cðtaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ
cðaÞ implies ﬁrst that a½ioa½j; and second that if a½ioa½koa½j; then iokoj: Let
I1 ¼ fðk; lÞ j ðk; lÞAInvðaÞ and fi; jg-fk; lg ¼ |gg;
and let I2 denote the inversions of a that involve either i or j: For i ¼ 1; 2 we deﬁne
lðIiÞ by
lðIiÞ ¼ jamk-Iij 
 jakk-Iij 
 jamm-Iij:
Similarly, we deﬁne I 01 and I
0
2 as the set of inversions of ta involving neither i nor j;
and involving i or j; respectively. Clearly,
lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼ jI 02j 
 jI2j:
At this point, we classify the various kefi; jg into different sets depending on three
variables, the relationship between k and a½k; the relationship of k to i and j; and the
relationship of a½k to a½i and a½j: Since we may assume that a½ioa½j; this allows
for 18 sets all together, where we shall ignore k such that a½k ¼ k: Notationally, we
use Tðm;xy;ooÞ to denote the set of all kAam such that xpkpy; a½koa½i; and
a½koa½j: That is, the ﬁrst entry tells us whether we are looking at the ups or downs
of a; the second pair gives us the range for k; and the pair of inequality signs informs
us of the relations between a½k and a½i and a½j: So in general, we deﬁne
Tðm;1i;ooÞ ¼ fk j kAam; koi; and a½koa½ig;
Tðm;1i;4oÞ ¼ fk j kAam; koi; and a½ioa½koa½jg;
Tðm;1i;44Þ ¼ fk j kAam; koi; and a½k4a½jg;
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Tðm;ij;ooÞ ¼ fk j kAam; iokoj; and a½koa½ig;
Tðm;ij;4oÞ ¼ fk j kAam; iokoj; and a½ioa½koa½jg;
Tðm;ij;44Þ ¼ fk j kAam; iokoj; and a½k4a½jg;
Tðm;jn;ooÞ ¼ fk j kAam; k4j; and a½koa½ig;
Tðm;jn;4oÞ ¼ fk j kAam; k4j; and a½ioa½koa½jg;
Tðm;jn;44Þ ¼ fk j kAam; k4j; and a½k4a½jg;
and we similarly deﬁne sets Tðk;;Þ (where kAak now). Since apwta implies that if
a½k is between a½i and a½j; then iokoj; it follows that Tðm;1i;4oÞ; Tðm;jn;4oÞ;
Tðk;1i;4oÞ; and Tðk;jn;4oÞ are all empty sets and need not be considered.
Consequently, only fourteen sets need to be examined. At this point, we make a
chart noting the contribution to lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ for each set, depending on the
relationships between i; j; a½i; and a½j: Since ioj and a½ioa½j; we have only the
following cases to consider:
1. iAa
%
m and jAa
%
k;
2. iAa
%
m; jAam; and j4a½i;
3. iAa
%
m; jAam; and jpa½i;
4. iAak; jAa
%
k; and ioa½j;
5. iAak; jAak; and iXa½j; and
6. iAak; jAam:
Note that there must be a½j 
 a½i þ 1 numbers appearing between i and j since
a½ioa½koa½j occurs only if iokoj: Condition 6 then implies that a½j 
 a½i4j 
 i;
yielding a contradiction. Thus Case 6 is vacuous and may be omitted.
The next step is to calculate the change that each element of one of the T sets
contributes to lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ: We summarize this in Table 1 (where | implies the case is
vacuous).
Unfortunately, the only method we have for checking Table 1 requires a tedious
case-by-case analysis. For the interested reader, we give a few guideposts for
checking it. To begin with, the four sets Tðm;1i;ooÞ; Tðm;jn;44Þ; Tðk;1i;ooÞ; Tðk;jn;44Þ
never contribute to any inversions of a or ta involving i or j; so their contribution to
lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ must be 0: Moreover, if o is the longest element of Sn (the element
sending x to n 
 x þ 1), conjugating permutations by o will interchange columns 2
and 4 as well as columns 3 and 5, while inverting the rows. Thus, reading up column
2 must be the same as reading down column 4 and similarly for columns 3 and 5. Of
course, such an inversion leaves column 1 intact, so for column 1 it sufﬁces to simply
check the ﬁrst half of the entries. Next, in the third column, since i; jAam-ðtaÞm; the
value of l with respect to k will only change if an inversion involving k has been
created. This immediately tells us that almost all of the entries in this column are 0;
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and similarly for the ﬁfth column. After this, however, it appears to be necessary to
complete the rest of the table with a case-by-case analysis.
Using Table 1, we now check the value of lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ is for each of the ﬁve cases
corresponding to each column.
Case 1 (iAa
%
m and jAa
%
k): In this case, lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼ 1; since Table 1 tells us the
change in the value of l is due entirely to the new inversion ði; jÞ: As this is an up–
down inversion, the change in value is 1. Note that in this case, taXBa:
Case 2 (iAa
%
m; jAam; and j4a½i): In this case we have
lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼ 1þ 2jTðm;1i;44Þj þ 2jTðm;ij;44Þj 
 2jTðk;jn;ooÞj: ð1Þ
Notice that
jTðm;jn;44Þj þ jTðm;1i;44Þj þ jTðm;ij;44Þj ¼ n 
 a½j
as these are all the cases where a½k4a½j: Then
2  jTðm;1i;44Þj þ 2  jTðm;ij;44Þj ¼ 2ðn 
 a½j 
 2  jTðk;jn;ooÞjÞ: ð2Þ
Also,
jTðm;jn;44Þj þ jTðm;jn;ooÞj ¼ n 
 j
since for j4k; we must have a½joa½i or a½joa½k (see the second line of the proof).
Thus,
2  jTðm;jn;ooÞj ¼ 2ðn 
 jÞ 
 2  jTðm;jn;44Þj: ð3Þ
Table 1
kai; j
iAa
%
m iAa
%
m iAa
%
m iAak iAak
jAa
%
k jAam jAam jAa
%
k jAak
j4a½i jpa½i ioa½j iXa½j
%
m;k/m;k
%
m;m/m;k
%
m;m/m;m k;k/m;k k;k/k;k
Tðm;1i;ooÞ 0 0 0 0 0
Tðm;1i;44Þ 0 2 0 
2 0
Tðm;ij;ooÞ 0 0 0 | |
Tðm;ij;4oÞ 0 0 
2 0 |
Tðm;ij;44Þ 0 2 0 0 0
Tðm;jn;ooÞ | | 0 | |
Tðm;jn;44Þ 0 0 0 0 0
Tðk;1i;ooÞ 0 0 0 0 0
Tðk;1i;44Þ | | | | 0
Tðk;ij;ooÞ 0 0 0 2 0
Tðk;ij;4oÞ 0 0 | 0 
2
Tðk;ij;44Þ 0 | | 0 0
Tðk;jn;ooÞ 0 
2 0 2 0
Tðk;jn;44Þ 0 0 0 0 0
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Combining Eqs. (1)–(3), we obtain
lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼ 1þ 2n 
 2a½j 
 2jTðm;jn;44Þj 
 2ðn 
 jÞ þ 2jTðm;jn;44Þj
¼ 1
 2ða½j 
 jÞ:
Since jAam; however, a½j 
 jX1; implying that lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞo0: Consequently,
ta5/ Ba in this case.
Case 3 (iAa
%
m; jAam; and jpa½iÞ: In this case
lðtaÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼ 
1
 2jTðm;ij;4oÞjo0
since the ði; jÞ inversion created by t is an up–up inversion. Again, ta5/ Ba:
Case 4 (iAak; jAa
%
k; and ipa½j): This is similar to Case 2 (after conjugation by the
longest element of Sn).
Case 5 (iAak; jAa
%
k; and i4a½j): This is similar to Case 3.
These ﬁve cases complete the proof of the proposition. &
As an important corollary to Proposition 13 we have:
Corollary 14. If t1;y; tkASn are all transpositions such that cðtkyt1Þ ¼ cðt1Þ þ
?þ cðtkÞ; then lðtkyt1Þpk: Moreover, if lðtkyt1Þ ¼ k then lðtiyt1Þ ¼ i for all
i ¼ 1;y; k:
Proof. The case k ¼ 1 is trivial. Proceeding by induction, suppose
lðtk
1yt1Þpk 
 1:
Since cðtkyt1Þ ¼ cðtkÞ þ?þ cðt1Þ; recalling that the length of a permutation is
also the length of the shortest way to write the permutation as a product of
elementary transpositions, we have that cðtiyt1Þ ¼ cðtiÞ þ?þ cðt1Þ for all i so that
cðtiyt1Þ ¼ cðtiÞ þ cðti
1yt1Þ: Proposition 13 now implies lðtkyt1Þpk: Moreover,
if we have equality, then lðtk
1yt1Þ must equal k 
 1 so that the second part follows
by induction. &
We now state the key lemma in classifying covers.
Lemma 15. Suppose a; bASn and t is a transposition, such that
1. cðtbaÞ ¼ cðtbÞ þ cðaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ cðbÞ þ cðaÞ; and
2. lðtbaÞ ¼ lðtbÞ þ lðaÞ ¼ lðtÞ þ lðbÞ þ lðaÞ (note that lðtÞ ¼ 1).
Then cðtbaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ cðbaÞ and lðtbaÞ ¼ lðtÞ þ lðbaÞ: That is baoBtba:
Proof. Again as the length of a permutation counts any shortest way to write it as a
product of elementary transpositions, the ﬁrst condition tells us that one shortest
way to write tba as such a product involves simply concatenating such products for
t; b; and a: Consequently, concatenating the products for t and for ba must also
give a shortest product, implying the ﬁrst conclusion. Thus, we are left to show that
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lðtbaÞ ¼ 1þ lðbaÞ: Given that lðtbÞ ¼ lðtÞ þ lðbÞ together with the condition on
the length function, we have boBtb: Consequently, there exists transpositions
t1;y; tk ¼ t such that tktk
1yt1 ¼ tb with lðtbÞ ¼ k; and cðtkyt1Þ ¼ cðtkÞ þ?þ
cðt1Þ: Let sl ;y; s1 be transpositions such that a ¼ slys1; lðaÞ ¼ l; and cðaÞ ¼
cðslÞ þ?þ cðs1Þ: By our hypothesis, it follows that
cðtkyt1slys1Þ ¼ cðtkÞ þ?þ cðt1Þ þ cðslÞ þ?þ cðs1Þ;
lðtkyt1slys1Þ ¼ lðtkÞ þ?þ lðt1Þ þ lðslÞ þ?þ lðs1Þ:
Consequently, by Corollary 14, lðbaÞ ¼ lðtk
1yt1slys1Þ ¼ k þ l 
 1: Conse-
quently, lðtbaÞ ¼ 1þ lðbaÞ ¼ lðtÞ þ lðbaÞ as desired. &
We can now prove one of the key facts about the BeSo order that we have yet to
need, but have been tacitly assuming without proof. Namely, that it is indeed a
partial order.
Theorem 16. The BeSo order is a partial order on Sn: Moreover, if aoBbaoBgba;
then boBgb:
Proof. To check the ﬁrst portion, we need to check the conditions that oB is a
transitive anti-symmetric relation. Anti-symmetry follows from the anti-symmetry of
the weak order, so it remains to check that aoBba and baoBgba imply aoBgba: Let
lðaÞ ¼ k; lðbÞ ¼ l; and lðgÞ ¼ m: Let t1;y; tk and r1;y; rl and s1;y; sm be
transpositions such that
a ¼ tkyt1;
b ¼ rlyr1
and
g ¼ smys1;
where
cðaÞ ¼ cðtkÞ þ?þ cðt1Þ;
cðbÞ ¼ cðrlÞ þ?þ cðr1Þ
and
cðgÞ ¼ cðsmÞ þ?þ cðs1Þ:
Since the BeSo order is a weaker order than the weak order, it follows that
cðgbaÞ ¼ cðsmÞ þ?þ cðs1Þ þ cðrlÞ þ?þ cðr1Þ þ cðtkÞ þ?þ cðt1Þ: ð4Þ
Moreover, we know that lðbaÞ ¼ lðbÞ þ lðaÞ; and lðgbaÞ ¼ lðgÞ þ lðbaÞ ¼ lðgÞ þ
lðbÞ þ lðaÞ:
Consequently, it sufﬁces to show that lðgbÞ ¼ lðgÞ þ lðbÞ: To do this, we shall
prove inequality in both directions. To see that lðgbÞplðgÞ þ lðbÞ; note that Eq. (4)
implies that cðgbÞ ¼ cðsmÞ þ?þ cðs1Þ þ cðrlÞ þ?þ cðr1Þ: Consequently, by
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Proposition 13 and induction, lðgbÞpm þ l ¼ lðgÞ þ lðbÞ: For the reverse inequal-
ity, suppose that lðgbÞ ¼ p: Then there exist transpositions up;y; u1 such that
gb ¼ upyu1 and cðgbÞ ¼ cðupÞ þ?þ cðu1Þ: Since cðgbaÞ ¼ cðgbÞ þ cðaÞ; it follows
that
cðgbaÞ ¼ cðupÞ þ?þ cðu1Þ þ cðaÞ:
Using Proposition 13 again, it follows that
k þ l þ m ¼ lðgbaÞpp þ lðaÞ ¼ p þ k:
Hence l þ mpp; implying lðgÞ þ lðbÞplðgbÞ: Thus lðgÞ þ lðbÞ ¼ lðgbÞ as desired
implying transitivity. This also shows that boBgb as desired. &
In addition to showing that the BeSo order is a partial order, Theorem 16 has the
following important corollary:
Corollary 17. If a!Bba is a cover in the BeSo order, then b is a transposition.
Proof. Simply consider the condition that e!Bb and use Corollary 10. &
We now prove the equivalence of the two orders.
Theorem 18. Let a; bASn: Then apBb if and only if apGb; and consequently the
Grassmannian order is equivalent to the BeSo order.
Proof. By Proposition 8, we already know that apGb implies apBb: Consequently,
it remains to prove the reverse. Since we are dealing with partial orders, it sufﬁces to
prove this condition for covers (i.e., to prove a!Gb if and only if a!Bb). Suppose
a!Bta: By the preceding Corollary, we know that t is a transposition. By
Proposition 13, this implies that t ¼ ða½i a½jÞ where iAa
%
m; jAa
%
k; and a½ioa½j: We
will now show that a and ta satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4, namely that
1. For all aAf1;y; ng; the sequence a; a½a; ta½a is either increasing or decreasing
(not necessarily strictly); and
2. For all a; bAf1;y; ng with aob; and ta½aota½b; if a; bAðtaÞm or a; bAðtaÞk
then a½aoa½b:
To show (1), note for kAf1;y; ng; we have either kefi; jg; in which case a½k ¼
t½a½k; or kAfi; jg; in which case for k ¼ i we have ioa½ioa½j ¼ ta½i; and for k ¼ j;
we have j4a½j4a½i ¼ ta½j: Thus (1) holds.
For the second condition, note that apBta implies that apwta in the weak order.
However, this implies that any inversion of a is an inversion of ta: Restated,
however, the second condition states that if ði; jÞ is a non-inversion of ta such that
either i; jAðtaÞm or i; jAðtaÞk; then ði; jÞ is a non-inversion of a: Since this is true for
all non-inversions, the condition is satisﬁed. Consequently apGba as desired, and
the two orders are equivalent. &
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In [BeS] Bergeron and Sottile showed that the Grassmannian order satisﬁed the
property that if apGb; then the interval from a to b in the Grassmannian order
(written ½a; bpG ) is isomorphic to the interval from the identity to ba
1 ð½e; ba
1GÞ:
We have already proven half of this claim (for the equivalent BeSo order) in
Theorem 16, as there we showed that apBgpBb implied ga
1pBba
1: We complete
this proof here.
Theorem 19. If apBb; then the intervals ½a; bB and ½e; ba
1B are isomorphic.
Proof. As mentioned above, it sufﬁces to check that ga
1pBba
1 implies apBgpBb:
By transitivity, we may restrict our attention to the case where b is a cover of g: That
is, we may assume b ¼ tg with lðtga
1Þ ¼ 1þ lðga
1Þ and cðtga
1Þ ¼ cðtÞ þ cðga
1Þ:
By assumption that apBb ¼ tg; we have both cðtgÞ ¼ cðtga
1Þ þ cðaÞ ¼ cðtÞ þ
cðga
1Þ þ cðaÞ and lðtga
1Þ ¼ lðtgÞ 
 lðaÞ: Consequently, it follows that cðgÞ ¼
cðga
1Þ þ cðaÞ: Thus to see that apBg; it remains to show that
lðgÞ ¼ lðga
1Þ þ lðaÞ:
By Proposition 13 together with the condition on cðgÞ; it follows that
lðgÞplðga
1Þ þ lðaÞ:
On the other hand, by the same reasoning,
lðtgÞp1þ lðgÞ:
Therefore
lðgÞX lðtgÞ 
 1
¼ lðtga
1Þ þ lðaÞ 
 1
¼ 1þ lðga
1Þ þ lðaÞ 
 1
¼ lðga
1Þ þ lðaÞ
X lðgÞ:
Thus we have equality throughout, implying that lðgÞ ¼ lðga
1Þ þ lðaÞ implying in
turn that apBg: This self-same string of equalities, however, implies that lðtgÞ ¼
1þ lðgÞ; so that gpBb as required. The theorem now follows. &
3. An application
In this ﬁnal section, we shall give an application of the BeSo order deﬁnition of the
Grassmannian order to investigate the generating function for the number of
elements at given rank in the Grassmannian order. In a pre-print version [BeS4] of
their paper [BeS3], Bergeron and Sottile give these generating functions PnðxÞ for Sn
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with np10: Factoring these polynomials shows that ð1þ xÞ½n2 divides PnðxÞ in all
known cases. Our goal is to prove this result in general. While we can prove this
directly, for expositional purposes, it seems helpful to deﬁne another partial order on
the symmetric group that might also prove to be of general interest. The
correspondence between this order and the Grassmannian order, is analogous to
the correspondence between the Bruhat order and the weak order.
Deﬁnition. The two-sided BeSo order is generated by the covering relation a!B2b;
where a; bASn are such that
1. lðbÞ ¼ 1þ lðaÞ; and
2. ba
1 is a transposition.
We note that this order is two-sided since ba
1 is a transposition if and only if a
1b is
a transposition.
Theorem 20. Let PnðxÞ denote the generating function for the number of elements at
given rank k in the BeSo order on Sn: Then ð1þ xÞ½
n
2

divides PnðxÞ:
We will prove this theorem via the following two lemmas. While we could state
both lemmas in their left-sided version, the notation is much easier if we use the
right-sided version.
Lemma 21. Let t ¼ ði i þ 1Þ be an elementary transposition of Sn and aASn be any
element. Then either apB2at or atpB2a:
Proof. Set
A ¼ fi þ 1g if i ¼ a½i þ 1;
| otherwise;
(
B ¼ fig if i þ 1 ¼ a½i;
| otherwise;
(
A0 ¼ fi þ 1g if i þ 1 ¼ a½i þ 1;
| otherwise;
(
B0 ¼ fig if i ¼ a½i;
| otherwise:
(
Next deﬁne
a0mmA0 ¼ ammA0 \fði; i þ 1Þg;
a0mkA0B0 ¼ amkA0B0 \fði; i þ 1Þg;
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a0kkB0 ¼ akkB0 \fði; i þ 1Þg;
ðatÞ0mmA ¼ðatÞmmA\fði; i þ 1Þg;
ðatÞ0mkAB ¼ðatÞmkAB \fði; i þ 1Þg
and
ðatÞ0kkB ¼ ðatÞkkB\fði; i þ 1Þg:
We note that ði; i þ 1Þ lies in exactly one of the six sets on the right, so that in the
other ﬁve cases the right-hand set is identical to the left-hand set. Moreover, in the
sixth case, they differ by exactly one element. Consequently, if we can show
ja0mmA0 j ¼ jðatÞ
0
mmA
j;
ja0mkA0B0 j ¼ jðatÞ
0
mkAB
j;
ja0kkB0 j ¼ jðatÞ
0
kkB
j;
then we would have that lABðatÞ 
 lA0B0 ðaÞ ¼71: By Lemma 6, we would then have
lðatÞ 
 lðaÞ ¼71; which would imply the result.
To establish the above equalities, we show that the transposition t induces
bijections between the above pairs of sets. That is, we show that ðk; lÞAa0mmA0
(respectively a0mkA0B0 and a
0
kkB0
) if and only if ðt½k; t½lÞAðatÞ0mmA (respectively ðatÞ
0
mkAB
and ðatÞ0kkB). We will establish the ﬁrst of these statements, and leave the rest to the
reader as they are all similar. Suppose ðk; lÞAa0mmA0 : Since kol and ðk; lÞaði; i þ 1Þ; it
follows that t½kot½l: Consequently, ðt½k; t½lÞ is an inversion of at: Since
ðk; lÞAa0mmA0 ; we have a½k4k and a½lXl; with equality holding if and only if lAA0
(in which case l ¼ i þ 1). If kai; i þ 1; then t½k ¼ k; and at½t½k ¼ a½k4k ¼ t½k;
implying that t½kAðatÞm: If k ¼ i; as lai þ 1; we have l4k implies l4k þ 1 and
a½l4k þ 1: Thus a½k4a½l4k þ 1; implying that at½t½k ¼ a½k4k þ 1 ¼ t½k: If
k ¼ i þ 1 (so that t½k ¼ i), again we have at½t½k ¼ a½k4k4t½k: Hence, kAam
implies t½kAðatÞm: Similar arguments to those for k; show that the only case in
which t½l might not be an element of ðtaÞm is when l ¼ i: As leA0; in this case, we
have at½t½l ¼ a½i4i ¼ t½l 
 1: Thus at½t½lXt½l; with equality if and only if a½i ¼
i þ 1: Thus, t½lAðatÞm,A: Finally, if lAA0 we have l ¼ i þ 1 and a½i þ 1 ¼ i þ 1:
Clearly we have at½t½l ¼ i þ 14t½l; so that ðk; lÞAammA0 implies ðt½k; t½lÞAðatÞmmA
and ja0mmA0 jpjðatÞ
0
mmA
j:
Conversely, suppose ðt½k; t½lÞAðatÞ0mmA ; so that t½kot½l; a½k4t½k; and
a½lXt½l; with equality implying that t½lAA (and hence equal to i þ 1), and a½i ¼
i þ 1: We wish to show that ðk; lÞAammA0 : Again, the result is immediate if
fk; lg-fi; i þ 1g ¼ |; and in any case, ðk; lÞ is an inversion of a; since t½kot½l
implies kol (as ðk; lÞaði; i þ 1Þ). If k ¼ i; then a½k4t½k ¼ k þ 14k; and if k ¼
i þ 1; then a½k4a½l4t½l4i þ 1 ¼ k (as t½l4t½k ¼ i and lai). Therefore, kAam: If
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l ¼ i; then a½lXt½l ¼ l þ 14l; while if l ¼ i þ 1; then a½l4t½l ¼ i; implying that
a½lXl with equality if and only if a½i þ 1 ¼ i þ 1: Hence ðk; lÞAammA0 : Thus we have
shown ja0mmA0 jXjðatÞ
0
mmA
j; establishing the equality of the two cardinalities.
One similarly shows that ja0mkA0B0 j ¼ jðatÞ
0
mkAB
j and ja0kkB0 j ¼ jðatÞ
0
kkB
j; establishing
the lemma. &
Fix n40; and let ½n
2
 ¼ k: Let rl ¼ ð2l 
 1 2lÞ; and consider the subgroups Hj of Sn
generated by r1;y; rj: Clearly HDðZ2Þj as the ri’s all commute.
Lemma 22. Fix 0ojp½n
2
; and suppose aASn is such that lðariÞ4lðaÞ for all riAHj :
Then
lðari1yritÞ ¼ lðaÞ þ t
for all i1oi2o?oitpj:
Proof. We prove this by induction on j; using the function l: Fix jX1: If j ¼ 1; then
the result follows immediately from Lemma 21. Now, suppose we have the result for
j 
 1; and consider the element
rityri1a;
where i1o?oitpj: By the induction hypothesis, we know that
lðari1yrit
1Þ ¼ lðaÞ þ t 
 1:
Let b ¼ ari1yrit
1 : Write rit ¼ ð2x 
 1 2xÞ; and note that since the ris all commute,
then b
1½2x 
 1 ¼ a
1½2x 
 1 and b
1½2x ¼ a
1½2x: Hence
ða
1½2x 
 1; a
1½2xÞAamm
if and only if it is an element of bmm; and similarly for the other types of inversion
sets. Consequently, bpB2brit if and only if apB2arit : By the hypothesis, we therefore
have bpB2brit ; and hence lðbritÞ ¼ lðbÞ þ 1 ¼ lðaÞ þ t: &
At this point, we note that the above imply that the B2-induced order on
each coset of Hj is therefore isomorphic to the subset lattice for a set with j
elements. Consequently, as Sn can be written as a disjoint union of the Hj
cosets, the corresponding generating function for the number of elements at
rank k is divisible by ð1þ xÞj: Since we can choose j ¼ ½n
2
; we have proved
Theorem 20. &
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